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SOLVABILITY IN LP OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR A SINGULAR 
NONHOMOGENEOUS STURM-LLOUVILLE EQUATION 

N. Chernyavskaya and L. Shuster 

ABSTRACT. We consider the equation 

-(r(x)y'(x)y + q(x)y(x) = /(x),        x e R (*) 

where f(x) € LS(R), s E [l,oo], r(x) > 0, q(x) > 0 for x e R, ^j G L^R), 

and q(x) G I/1
1
oc(i^). The inversion problem for equation (*) is called regular in 

Lp if equation (*) has a unique solution y(x) £ Lp(R) of the form 
/oo 

G(x,t)f(t)dt,       xeR, 
-oo 

with \\y\\p < c\\f\\p uniformly in p £ [l,oo] for any f(x) £ Lp(R). Here G(x,t) is 
the Green function corresponding to (*), c is an absolute constant. For a given 
s £ [l,oo], we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the following assertions 
to hold simultaneously: 

the inversion problem for (*) is regular in Lp, and 
limiaj^oo y(x) = 0 for all f(x) £ LS(R). 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we are interested in the existence and certain properties of the solution 
of a Dirichlet problem : 

-(r(x)y'(x)y + q(x)y(x) = /(*),     x G R, (1.1) 

lim  y(x) = 0 (1.2) 

where f(x) £ LS(R), s £ [l,oo], and r(x) and q(x) satisfy the conditions 

r(x) > 0, q(x) > 0 for x £ R;    -^ £ Llfc(R), q{x) £ L^R). (1.3) 

Our goal is to find all s £ [l,oo] such that if f{x) £ LS(R), then (1.1)-(1.2) is 
solvable. Note that we consider (1.1)-(1.2) only for those equations (1.1) for which 
the inversion problem is regular in Lp. This means [1] that the following two assertions 
hold simultaneously: 

(Rl)    (1.1) has a unique solution y(x) £ Lp(R) of the form 

y(x) = (Gf)(x) d^f [^ G{x, t)f(t)dt,     xeR, (1.4) 
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uniformly in p e [l,oo] for any f(x) G LP(R).   Here G{x,t) is the Green function 
corresponding to (1.1): 

G{x't)=s\umx),   x<t, (L5) 

and {u(x),v(x)} is a special fundamental system of solutions (FSS) of the equation 

(r(x)z'(x))' = q(x)z(x), x e R. (1.6) 

(R2)   There is an absolute constant c> 0 such that for all p 6 [1, oo], one has 

MP < c||/||p    if   f(x)GLp(R). (1.7) 

In [1, 2], necessary and sufficient conditions for (R1)-(R2) to hold were found. The 
conditions coincide and become a criterion for a wide class of equations (1.1) which 
we call standard; we denote this class by S (see [1] and §2 below). Now we can give 
the precise statement of our problem 1: 

1. Let (1.1) G S, let the inversion problem for (1.1) be regular in Lp, and let 
s G [l,oo] be given. Under what condition, for any f(x) G LS(R), would the 
solution (1.4) of (1.1) satisfy the equality (1.2)? 

Our main Theorem 3.1 gives a precise answer to this question for all s G [l,oo]. 
In addition, we show (Theorem 3.2) that for (1.1) G 5, Problem I for s G [l,oo) is 
equivalent to the following Problem II: 

II. Let (1.1) G S, suppose that the inversion problem for (1.1) is regular in Lp, 
and let s G [l,oo] be given. Under what condition does there exist an absolute 
constant c = c(s) > 0 such that for any f(x) G LS(R), the solution (1.4) of (1.1) 
would satisfy an inequality ||y||c(fl) < c(s)||/||s? 

We want to stress that our results are formulated in terms of the same auxiliary 
functions (local integral averages of r(x) and q(x)) as the conditions of regularity of the 
inversion problem for (1.1) in Lp. This is convenient for applications and, on the other 
hand, as in [1, 2], our results include Dirichlet problems for "interesting" equations 
with oscillating coefficients. 

Note that in the proofs, we mainly use the results of [1, 2, 5], which we summarize 
for the reader's convenience in §2. In addition, we would like to point out that auxiliary 
functions of type d(x) (see §2, Theorem 2.4) were introduced and extensively studied 
by M.O. Otelbaev. Such functions turned out to be an effective tool in solving various 
problems related to differential and difference operators. For some of these results, 
ideas, and original techniques, see [4]. The problem treated in the present paper was 
not considered by Otelbaev. Our approach is based on combining his methods with 
the method of studying the Sturm-Liouville operator which we proposed in [1, 2]. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we give some notions and results from [1, 2, 5]. Below we denote by c 
absolute positive constants which are not important for the exposition and which may 
differ even within a single chain of calculations. Throughout we assume that r(x) and 
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q(x) satisfy the following conditions: 

r(rr)>0,    q(x)>0   for     x e R\    -^r G l}?c{R),    q(x) e Ll£c(R), (2.1) 

lim   ( [X   4T * /"   «(*)*) = ~,    a? G i?. (2.2) 
|d|-oo Vyx-d r(t)   Jx-d J 

Theorem 2.1. [2]    Consider the equation 

(r(x)z,(x)y = g(a:)z(x),      x G i?. (2.3) 

There exists a FSS {u(x),v(x)} of (2.3) such that 

u(x) > 0, v(x) > 0, u'ix) < 0, ^(x) >0for   x e R] 

r(x)[v\x)u(x) - u'faWx)] — I for   x e R; ,„ ^ 

lim   —7-7 = lim -rr = 0- x—>—oo u{X)        x->oo VyX) 

The FSS {u(x),v(x)} with properties (2.4) is called a basic FSS (BFSS) of (2.3). 

Lemma 2.1.     [2, 3]   For x,t e R, u and v have the following representations: 

«(*) = VMexp (-i £ ^) , «(.) = yfi®exp (i £ j^y ,   (2.5) 

^x    .x def {u(x)v(t), x>t f , \  u\        (   1 I f*      d£      \ (o a\ GM = \uit)V{X), x<t = ^wm^ {-2 \Jm ^m)    ^ 
where p(x) = u(x)v(x) and Xi is the unique root of the equation u(x) = v(x). 

Corollary.  One has the following equalities: 

f0 <* r # -nn (2 7\ 

Lemma 2.2. [2] For every x G R, the following equations in d > 0 have unique finite 
positive solutions: 

rx jf px rx+d      i. rx+d 

'-LWYL**   
1=l wl. qm-     (2-8) 

Denote by di(x), d2(x) the respective solutions of (2.8) and introduce the functions 

Jx-d^rit)      TK        Jx r(t) tp(x) + tl)(x) 

Theorem 2.2. [2]   For x € R, the following inequalities hold: 

2-1h(x) < p(x) < 2h(x). (2.10) 

Lemma 2.3. [2]   For every x £ R, the equation 

^Cmm <2-u) 
has a unique finite positive solution in d. Denote this solution by d{x). The function 
d(x) is continuous for x G R. 
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Lemma 2.4. [2]   For x E R, t G [x — d(x), x + d(x)], the following inequalities hold: 

d^vix) < v(t) < 9v(x),        d^uix) < u(t) < 9u(x), (2.12) 

9"V(^) < p(t) < 9p(x)9        (Se^hix) < h(t) < 36h(x). (2.13) 

Definition 2.1. [2]   We say that a system of segments {A}neN^ iV7 = ±1, ±2,..., 
forms an i?(x)-covering of R if the following conditions hold: 

1. An = [A~, A+] =f [xn - dixn), xn + d(xn)l    n G N', 
2. A-+1 = A+  if n > 1; A^ = A"  if n < -1, 

3. A^ = Ati = x, 
4. U   An = i?. 

n£N' 

Lemma 2.5. [2]   For every x E R, there exists an R(x)-covering of R. 

Definition 2.2. [1] A nonhomogeneous equation (1.1) and the corresponding homo- 
geneous equation (2.3) are called standard if 

m d= suptrOzOI/ZOz;)!) < 1. (2.14) 
xeR 

The set of all standard equations is denoted by 5. By writing (1.1) G 5, (2.3) G 5, we 
mean that (1.1) and (2.3) are standard equations. 

Lemma 2.6. [1]   Condition (2.14) holds if and only if there is c > 1 such that 

C 1<p{x) < ^(x) < c(p(x)   for xeR. (2.15) 

Definition 2.3. [1]  We say that for a given equation (1.1), the inversion problem is 
regular in Lp if one has assertions (R1)-(R2) from §1. 

Theorem 2.3. [1]    For the inversion problem for (1.1) to be regular in Lp, it is 
necessary, and for (1.1) G S it is sufficient, that 

B d=f svLp(h(x)d{x)) < oo. (2.16) 
xeR 

Corollary.   Let (1.1) G S and B < oo. Then 

H d=f sup ( r G{x,t)dt) < cB. (2.17) 
xeR \J-oo ) 

Theorem 2.4. [1, 2]   Suppose there is a 7 > 1 such that 

7"1 < r{x) < 7   for   xeR. (2.18) 

For every xeR, consider the equation in d > 0 : 
px+d 

2 = d /       q(t)dt. (2.19) 
Jx—d 

Equation (2.19) has a unique positive continuous solution d(x) and, moreover, 

c~ld(x) < d(x) < cd(x),    xeR, (2.20) 

(27 + 2)-1d(x) < p(x) < l^tldix),    xeR. (2.21) 
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Theorem 2.5. [1]   Under condition (2.18), the inversion problem for (1.1) is regular 
in Lp if and only if 

/Cd=fsup(J(aO)<oo. (2.22) 
xeR 

Lemma 2.7. [5]   One has d(x) —► 0 as |x| -> oo if and only if for any a > 0, one has 

px+a 
/       q(t)dt = oo. (2.23) 

) Jx—a 

px+a 
lim 

|a;|--»'Oo, 

3. Statement of results 

In this section, we formulate the main results of the paper. Throughout, we use the 
following notation: f(x) is an arbitrary function from I/S(J?), s 6 [l,oo], y{x) = 
(Gf)(x) (cf. (1.4)). Problem I (see §1) is solved by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the inversion problem for (1.1) is regular in Lp. IfsG 
[l,oo), then to have the equality 

lim y(aO = 0, (3.1) 
|a;|—*oo 

it is necessary, and under condition (1.1) £ 5 it is sufficient, that 

Vs 
d=f sup (h{x)d{x)^s,S] < oo, 1 + 1 = 1. (3.2) 

xeR ^ ' s     s' 

If s = oo, then to have (3.1), it is necessary, and under the condition (1.1) £ S it is 
sufficient, that h(x)d(x) would have a limit as \x\ —> oo and 

Poc =f   lim (h(x)d(x)) = 0. (3.20 
|a:|—►oo 

The following assertion gives a solution of Problem II (see §1). 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the inversion problem for (1.1) is regular in Lp, then 
(a) If for some s E [1, oo], one has 

IMIc(K)<c(S)||/|U (3.3) 

where c(s) is a positive constant depending only on s, then Vs < oo. 
(b) Let (1.1) £ 5, s G [1, oo). Then (3.3) holds if and only if (3.1) holds. 
(c) Let (1.1) G 5 and s = oo. Then (3.3) holds if and only if B < oo (see (2.16),). 

In the following assertion, we show that under the additional assumption (2.18), 
one has equality (3.1) regardless of s and of the condition (1.1) € S. 

Theorem 3.3.     Suppose that (2.18) holds and K < oo (see (2.22)).   Then for any 
s e [1, oo), one has (3.1). For s = oo, one has (3.1) if and only if (2.23) holds. 

Remark. For r(x) = 1 and 1 < q(x) G L1
1
oc(i?), Theorem 3.3 was proved in [5]. 
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4. Estimates of auxiliary functions. 

Below we use the following fact: 

Theorem 4.1. [2]  Suppose that under assumptions (2.1) there exist functions ri(x), 
r2(x), qi{x), q2(x) such that 

(1) r(x) = ri(a;) + ^(z), q(x) = q^x) + ^(z), x G R, where n(x), ^i(x) are 
continuous and positive for x G R\ 

(2) for some constants a,b (b>3a>0) and \x\ > 1, one has inequalities 

a-i < £i^ < a   a-i < ^1 < a /or |t _ ^i < ^     ^ = j!lM;     (4.i) 

(3) there is 5 G (0,1] such that r(x) > 5ri(x) for x G R; and 
(4) limia-i^oo >ci{x) = lim^j^oo ^(x) = 0 where 

rX+Z 1 r 
Xl^  =       /      /    N       /    N        SUP / »(*)* 

I    /*; 

^2 (a?) = y/r\(x)qi(x)    sup       / 
U|<6d(rc) IA z\<bd(x)\Jx rlW 

TAen tfte following assertions hold: 
(A) One has (2.2). Equations (2.8) /mve unique finite positive solutions di(x) and 

d2(x) for every x G R. In addition, (2.3) G S and 

c"7mmih(xH7mm- I€R       <42) 

(B) //, in addition, b > 160a35~2, then (see (4.1)^) 

C1^) < d(x) < cd(x),        xeR. (4.3) 

Corollary. [1] Let r(x) and q(x) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, then the 
inversion problem for (1.1) zs regular in Lp if and only ifm{x£R qi(x) > 0. 

Example.  Consider (1.1) with the following coefficients: 

r(x) = exp(-(2a - l)|x|) + - exp(-(2a - l)|a;|) sin(exp(2a|a;|)), a > 1, x G i?, 

q(x) = exp(|a:|) + exp(|a:|) sin(exp(2a|x|)),        x G R. 

According to Theorem 4.1, set ri(x) = exp(-(2a - l)|a?|), qi(x) = exp(|x|), x G R. 
Clearly, 5 = 1/2, d(x) = exp(—a(x)). Since all the functions are even, it suffices to 
give the needed estimates for x > 1. Since d(x) = exp(—ax), it is easy to see that 
inequalities (4.1) are true, say, for a = 2, b = 160a35~2 = 320. To estimate >ci(x) and 
X2(x) in this case, one can apply the second mean value theorem ([6], Ch.12, §3): 

I   px+z 
>ci(x) = exp((a - !)#)    sup      /       exp(-(2a - 1)£) • exp(2a^) sm(exp(2at))dt 

\z\<bd(x) \Jx 

I   px+z 

/       exp(2at) sin(exp(2a^))^ 

< cex.p(—ax), 
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>t2(x) = exp(—(a — l)x) 

x    sup     - /      (sinexp(2at) exp(-2(a - l)t)[exp(2(a - l)t)]2dt 
\z\<bd(x) I2 Jx 

11  rx+z 

= exp(-(a - l)x    sup     -/       exp(—t)[exp(2at)sm(exp2at)]dt 
\z\<bd(x) I 2 Jx 

1   rz+z 
< cexp(—(a — l)x)    sup    exp(—x)   /       exp(2at) sin(exp(2at))dt 

\z\<bd(x) \Jx 

< cexp(—ax). 

It follows that all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, and thus 

c"1 exp((a - l)|a;|) < h(x) < cexp((a - l)|a;|)5    x G R, (4.4) 

c-1 exp(--a|x|) < d(x) < cexp(—a\x\),    x e R. (4.5) 

Since infa;^ qi{x) = infa^i? exp(|x|) = 1, by the corollary of Theorem 4.1, we conclude 
that in this case the inversion problem for (1.1) is regular in Lp and, in addition, by 
Theorem 4.1, (1.1) G 5. Let s E [l,oo). By (4.4) and (4.5), one has inequalities 

c"1 exp (- ■- l) < h(x)d{x)1^ < cexp (- - l) 

and, therefore, T>s < oo if 5 > a, and Vs = oo if s < a. 
By Theorem 3.1, we conclude that if 1 < s < oo, then the Dirichlet problem for 

(1.1) with the above coefficients is not solvable in LS(R) for s < a (i.e., there exist 
f(x) 6 LS(R), s < a such that (1.1)-(1.2) has no solutions), and, conversely, for 
s > a the Dirichlet problem is solvable in LS(R) (i.e., for any f(x) £ LS(R), problem 
(1.1H1.2) has a unique solution y G LS{R) with \\y\\s < c||/||s, \\y\\c(R) < c(a)||/y. 
For s = oo, we have X>oo = 0 by (4.4)-(4.5), i.e., for any f(x) G Loo(i?)5 the Dirichlet 
problem has a unique solution y G L00(R) with [^[^(.R) < c||/||oo- 

5. Auxiliary results 

To prove Theorems 3.1-3.3, we need the following assertions. 

Lemma 5.1.    Let e G [0,1], t G [# - £d(x), x + £(i(x)], x e R. Then 

(1 - e)d(x) < d(t) < (1 + e)d(x). (5.1) 

For the function d(x), one has the relations 

lim  (x + d(x)) = — oo,      lim (x — d(x)) = oo. (5.2) 

Proof. Let us verify that for a; G i2, one has the inequality 

|d(a; + ry) - d(a;)| < |7/|    for    \rj\ < d(x). (5.3) 

Indeed, suppose, for example, that 0 < r/ < d{x). Then 
nx+d(x)        ^c j-x+ri+iri+dix))        ^ 

A-dCx)   r(0H€) "" Jx+rt-in+dix))   r^h^Y 
cx+d(x)        j£ /.a;+77+(d(a;)-77) ^ 

1 

nX-t-a{X) ££ fX^-T]- 

Jx-d(x)   r(€)h(€) - Jx+n- d(x)   r(€)h(€)     Jx+^d^^   r&h^)' 
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The first inequality implies d(x + rj) < d(x) + 77, and from the second one, we obtain 
d(x + 77) > d(x) - 77. Hence, -rj < d(x + 77) - d(x) < 77. The case 77 G [-d(x), 0] can be 
treated in a similar way. 

To check (5.1), set t = x + 77 in (5.3). Then we can write (5.3) in the form 

\d(t) - d(x)\ <\x-t\   for    \t-x\< ed(x). (5.4) 

In (5.4), set \t-x\< ed(x), e e [0,1]. Then 

d(t) _1 
<^(^<e   for    \t-x\<ed(x). 

00    as   n —> 00. 

d(a;) 

The latter inequality is equivalent to (5.1). Now let us verify, for example, the second 
equality of (5.2) (the first one can be checked in a similar way). Assume the contrary. 
Then there is a sequence {xn}^ such that xn -> 00 as n -» 00, and xn - d{xn) < 
c < 00. Relations (2.11), (2.10), and (2.7) lead to a contradiction: 

_ rx"+d(x^    rig rx»     <%        1 /•*»     dg 

~ JXn-d(Xn)   r(Oh(0 - Jc     r(t)h(0-2jc    V(Mf) 
D 

Corollary.     For tG[x- d(x)/2, x + d(x)/2],  x £ R, one has the inequalities 

2-1d{x) < d(t) < 2d(x). (5.5) 

Proof. In (5.1), set 6 = 1/2, and we obtain (5.5). D 

Lemma 5.2.    Let 7 G (0,00). For every x e R, the equations in d > 0 

7=f   ^^     7=f+d-^- (56) 

/iaz;e unique finite positive solutions. Denote these solutions by di(x,j) and ^2(^,7), 
respectively. Then 

lim (aj + d2(a?,7)) =-00,     lim (x - di(x,j)) = 00. (5.7) 

Proo/.    Consider the functions 

rx+d jg 

™-LA *M=[ 
Clearly, $i(0) = #2(0) = 0, and $i(d) and ^(d) are monotone increasing and con- 
tinuous for d > 0. Let us verify that $1(00) = $2(00) = 00. Indeed, by (2.10) and 
(2.7), we obtain 

[        <% 1  p 

*2(00) = 7*    KOMO-2 7,    KO/KO 

1[00) - Loo rm(0 - 2 7-oo r(0p(0 

= 00, 

= 00. 

This implies the first part of the assertion. (5.7) can be checked similarly to (5.2).    □ 

Lemma 5.3.    Let (2.3) G S. Then 

G(xit)<ch(t)exp(--\[       * 
r(0*(0 

x,teR. (5.8) 
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Proof.     Since (2.3) G 5, we have m = 1 - e, e G (0,1] (see (2.14)).  By (2.5) and 
(2.10), 

t/(0==l + r(0//(0 

t;(0 2r(0p(0    " 2r(0p(0 " 4r(0M0 
> > :,   ^ei?. 

Therefore, 

«(*) > exp U dt    \ for   t > x,    x,t £ R. 

Then, from (2.4), (2.6), (2.10), and (5.9) for i > x, it follows that 

GM = v(XHt) = pit)^ < 2M*)exp (-£ \l -^1) 

This gives (5.8). The case t < x can treated in a similar way. 

(5.9) 

6. Proof of the assertions on solvability of the Dirichlet problem 

In this section, we prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1 for s £ [1, oo). 
Necessity.   Assume the contrary: for any f(x) G L3(R), one has (1.2), but Vs = oo. 
Then there is a sequence {^n}^! such that 

\xn\ —► oo as n —► oo, and hfar^dfan)1/8 > n2,    n = 1,2,  (6.1) 

For n = 1,2,..., set 

/»(*) = < n2d(t) 

0 d(^n) if |t-a?n| > 

By (5.2), one can choose {^n}^=i in such a way that for n ^ m, one would have 
oo 

(supp fn)fl (supp fm) = 0. Now set fo(t) = ]£ fn(t) and verify that for /o(t) G La(R), 
n=l 

£ IA(,)|'* ■ ii |/"<',|M( ■ i £ {£«* SBJ"* (-sr j)) * 
rx„+^i 

+ L     mexp{-sLw)) dt 

5 *—J n 5 ^—f n^5 

n=l 

Since /o(t) G L8(R), we have j/(a:) = (Gfo)(x) -> 0 as |a:| -» oo. Hence, y(a:n) ^ 0 as 
n —> oo. Let us verify that this is not true and thus a contradiction. First note that 
by (5.5), for t G [xn - d(xn)/2,xn + d(a?n)/2], one has the estimates 

\Ld{t)\     \Jx, 
d(xn)     d^ 

40   d(x„) SW£1'    n = 1'2  ^ 
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Therefore, using (5.5), (6.2), (2.12), and (2.10) we get 
/oo 

G(xn,t)fo(t)dt 
■OO 

> u(xn) r        v{t)\ (^\   Sexp (- I [ _dS_ 

m dt 

+ ^1   "<%(*)) "(-IliD* 
1 .    ^P(Xn) >gexp(-l) 

n2    Jx    d(xn) 
d(xn) 

d(t) 

l/s 

\d(xn)J 

l/s 

dt 

-36eXPt   1J ^ ^—36—' 
a contradiction. Hence Z)s < oo. 
Sufficiency.  Let us apply estimate (5.8) and Holder's inequality to (1.4): 

iyiX)i<cjyt)^-i\j^\)midt 

1    <% x{/i^HijfR&i)|/(t),'*r- ^ 
Let us estimate the first factor.  Let {An}nejv' be segments from an i?(x)-covering 
(see Lemma 2.5 and Definition 2.1). Then, by (2.11), one has inequalities, for t € An, 

r   «     fc1/- ^j^, r*   dt (6-4) 
+ 

k=l r r(OMO 

>(n-l)    ifn>l, 

>(|n|-l)   ifn<-l. 

Throughout, we use the notation £' =   X) > ^ = i1? ±2? • • • • By Lemmas 2.5, 2.4, 

and estimates (6.4), we have 

dt />«*'- (-; 1/ ^ol) * - ?7fc 
ft("*'- H li' ^JD 

<E'(/4  *(*)''*) exp (-^j <ci:'(M-J''^.))exp(-M) 
OO 

< c( 53 exp (-5) )2)|' < c < oo. 

Hence, 

|y(*)|'<cr,exp(r-i|/'t 
J—oo \      ^ Ma? 

^ 

r(Ofc(0 
|/(t)|sd*,     x € R. (6.5) 
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Fix 7 € (O.oo) and denote^, 7) = [s - di (s, 7), 3+^(3,7)] where * (3,7), ^(^7) 
are the solutions of (5.6), respectively. Then from (6.5), it follows that 

m\s <c{f exp f-I I f —g_ \ \m°dt 

v    c'/ Jx-di(xM JX—di(x,y) 

Prom the latter estimate, by (5.7), we get 

0^J&(*)l'^c^(-2)ll/IIS- (6.6) 
In (6.6), 7 is an arbitrary number. Letting 7 tend to infinity, we obtain En y(x) = 0. 

Since 0 < M \y(x)\ < hm y(x) = 0, we finally get lim y(x) = 0. TheTeZ x - -00 

can be treated in a similar way. r-j 

Proof of Theorem 3.1 for s = oo. Necessity. Let ^a?) = (Gf)(x) -> 0 as \x\ -+ oo for 
any /(x) G ^(i?). Choose /o(x) = 1. Then, using (2.10) and (2.13), we obtain the 
inequality which implies (3.2'): 

/oo poo 
G(x,t)f0(t)dt= /     G(x,t)dt 

oo J-oo 

> u(x) /X      «(*)* + «(*) r+d(X) „(«)* > MxMxWx)     h(x)d(x) 
Jx-d(x) Jx - 9 -       9 

Sufficiency.  First note that if an -» 0 as n -» oo and no is fixed, then 

n+rao 

J™(.E   a0=O- (6-7) 

Suppose that {An}nejv' from the ie(0)-covering. Introduce the function Mx) = n if 
x e [xn - d(xn),xn + d(xn)) for n e iV'. Clearly \k(x)\ -f oo as ^ - oo. Let no be 
any positive integer. Below we use (5.8), Definition 2.1, (6.4), and (2 13)- 

f    G{x, t)dt<c r h{t) exp (-- I /* 
J-oo J-oo \     C \JX 

<% 

-E/   ^)exp(-i|r-|-)d, 
fc(a;)+no 

<c    £    hfaWxt + c     £     ^)d(x,)expf-li-^M) 
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Prom (S^), it follows that h{x)d{x) < Ci for x G R. Take e > 0 and choose no = no(e) 
such that 2ci exp (—I^) exp (^) < e. Then we can continue the above estimate: 

/00                                 k(x)+no oo ,     . v 

G(x>t)dt < c     ^     h(xi)d(xi) + ciexp ( J J^exp ( — - 1 
•^ i=k(x)-no C      i=0 ^    C^ 

k(x)+no 

<c     ^2     h(xi)d(xi) + e. 
i=k(x)—no 

By (5.2) and (6.7), this implies 

/oo       poo k(x)+no 

G(x, t)dt < lim   /      G(x, t)dt < c lim      V^     hixAdixA + £: = £. 
X—>CX)  /       . x—»-oo ^—' 

-00 */- ^ t=ib(a:)-no 

Since e is arbitrary, letting it tend to zero, we get 
/oo 

G(x,t)dt = 0. (6.8) 
-oo 

(For x —> —oo, one can check (6.8) in a similar way.) Therefore, 
/oo 

G(x9t)\f(t)\dt 
-oo 

<   lim   f/^GCx,*)*)-11/1100 = 0. 
\x\^oo vy-oo / 

Proof of Theorem 3.3.    Prom (2.6), (2.18), (2.21), and (2.22), it follows that 

G(x,t) < cexp (-l^li J ,    x9t G R. (6.9) 

Let 5 G [1, oo). Prom (6.9) and Holder's inequality, we get 
/oo 

G(x,t)\m\dt 
-OO 

aoo \ 1/a'   /   /"oo \ 1/s 

G(x,t)dt)       (J     G(x,t)\f(t)\sdtj 

<<.(!* exp (-1^1) l/Ct)!**)1'. 

Hence, 

|y(aOI' < cy00 exp (-■^■) \m\sdt,    x e R. (6.10) 
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Let A G (0,oo). Then, from (6.10), it follows that 

|y(x)r < c( /       exp f-^) \m\sdt+ [       exp f-^) \m\sdt\ 
[J\t-x\>A \ c      / J\t-x\<A \ c      ) J 

(6.11) 

<cexpf-^)||/||:+c/ |/(t)|^. 
\     c J J\t-x\<A l\t-x\< 

In (6.11), letting x tend to infinity, we obtain 

0 < JS^ |j,(»)|' < cexp {-£\ H/li;. (6.12) 

Since A is arbitrary, we deduce from (6.12) as A —> oo that 

0 < lim \y{x)\8 < lim |2/(a;)|s = 0. 
x-+oo x->oo 

Thus, y(x) —> 0 as x —* oo. Similarly, one can check that 2/(#) —> 0 as x —► —oo. 
Now, let s = oo. Necessity of our assertion follows from the proof of necessity of the 

hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, inequalities (2.20) and (2.21), and Lemma 2.7. To prove 
sufficiency, note that from (2.6), (2.18), (2.21), and (2.22), it also follows that 

G(x,t) <cy/I(^exp(-^^J ,    t,xeR. (6.13) 

By Lemma 2.7, we obtain d(x) —► 0 as |a;| —> oo. The conclusion of the theorem follows 
from (6.13) and the following obvious inequalities: 

\y(x)\ < jT G(x9t)\f(t)\dt < cyfl(x) ^ exp (-^) *) ll/IU 

< cy/S^WfWao. 

n 

7. Proof of the theorem on estimating the solution of 
the Dirichlet problem in the uniform metric 

In this section, we prove Theorem 3.2. 

Proof of assertion (a).    Let s e [1, oo). Introduce a function: 

t e [x — d(x),x + d(x)] 
1 n       '-£ t $. \x — d(x), x + d(#)]. \0       if 

Now note that if t G [x — d(a;),a: + d(x)], then from Lemma 2.4, it follows that 

/oo /»£ />x+d(x) 

G(x,t)fx(t)dZ = u(t) / t;(Ode + «(*) / ti(Ode 
■oo Jx—d(x) Jt 

> 2-u{x)v{x)d{x) > lp(x)d(x) > M^). 
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Therefore, if (3.3) holds, then 

0(s)>supb^_s»pM^>sup»» 
/6LS      11/lU /ELa ll/lls x€R        \\jx IX lls 

- 81 ^g (2d(a!))i/. - 162Ps- 

If s = oo, then for fo{x) = 1, as shown in §6, we have 

Therefore, if (3.3) holds, then 

c>^^>sMKx)d{x)). 
Il/Olloo x€R 

□ 
Proof of assertion (b). If (3.3) holds for some 5 G [1, oo), then T>s < oo. Since (1.1) 
G 5, Theorem 3.1 implies (3.1). Conversely, if (3.1) holds, then Vs < oo. Since (1.1) 
G 5, we can repeat the proof of sufficiency in Theorem 3.1 and obtain (6.5). This 
immediately gives (3.3). □ 

Proof of assertion (c). Necessity is proved in (a). Since the inversion problem (1.1) 
is regular in Lp, by Theorem 2.3, we conclude that B < oo. Since (1.1) G 5, by (2.17), 
we also have H < oo, whence 

/oo 

G(s,t)|/(t)l#<#ll/lloo<cB||/||e 
•OO 

□ 
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